The Woodlands and College Park
Elementary Scenario A 3.1.2

Elementary Schools
- Buckalew Elementary
- Bush Elementary
- David Elementary
- Deretchin Elementary
- Galatas Elementary
- Glen Loch Elementary
- Hailey Elementary
- Houser Elementary
- Lamar Elementary
- Powell Elementary
- Ride Elementary
- Tough Elementary

Zone | Description | K-4 Total | S-6 Total | From | To | Total Impact
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
75A, B, C, D, F, G, H | Jacob's Reserve | 323 | | Ride Elementary | Galatas Elementary | 323
73 | Lakeland, Northline Oaks Commercial | 27 | 0 | Lamar Elementary | Ride Elementary | 27
73 | Lakeland, Northline Oaks | 6 | 0 | Wilkerson Intermediate | Collins Intermediate | 6
92F | Cascade Canyon, Shawnee Ridge, Mirror Ridge, Hazelcrest, Lansdowne, Altwood | 84 | 62 | Galatas Elementary | Tough Flex | 146
92F | Cascade Canyon, Shawnee Ridge, Mirror Ridge, Hazelcrest, Lansdowne, Altwood | 61 | 16 | Mitchell Intermediate | Tough Flex | 77
92A | West of Alden Bridge Drive, Eagle Mead, Acacia Park, Glen Erin, Walden Elms, Ashley Greens, Sienna Bend | 29 | 0 | Bush Elementary | Buckalew Elementary | 29
75J | Rivers Edge | | | | | 
Totals | | 525 | 83 | | | 608